Members Newsletter Q3 - July 2019
CHAIRMANS UPDATE
MEMBERSHIP
We are pleased to welcome a range of new members to the Federation:
Find out more about our members HERE:
Full Members:

Waddeton Park Ltd is a privately owned
company specialising in the promotion
of land, primarily but not exclusively, for
residential uses, mainly across the south
and south west of England.
www.waddetonpark.co.uk
Affiliates:

No5 Barristers’ Chambers is a multidisciplinary set of barristers’ chambers
and one of the largest sets of Chambers
in the country with offices in Birmingham,
London, Bristol and Leicester. Specialisms
include Planning, Environment,
Compulsory Purchase, Property and
Construction.
www.no5.com/planning

Howkins & Harrison LLP is a firm of
Chartered Surveyors and Planning &
Development Consultants that has been
established for over 130 years, specialising
in advising all types of landowners on
residential and commercial development
opportunities.

PBA, now part of Stantec, is a leading
consultancy of engineers, planners,
environmental consultant s, and
e co n o mis t s wo r k in g o n majo r
development and infrastructure projects.

We hosted our first discussion panel at the LGA Annual
Conference in Bournemouth which was well attended
by a number of key Council Leaders. Thought provoking
discussions around increasing diversity within the
housebuilding sector, delivery of social benefits and
affordable housing along with the effective capturing of
development contributions took place.
Moving forward we are hoping to increase our presence
at these types of events and open up attendance to all
members. Our inaugural members networking event
in September is taking shape with a number of speakers
confirmed, and you can read more about this later in the
newsletter.
We have submitted a response to the Public Accounts
Committee Inquiry into Planning and the Broken Housing
Market, which can be read in full HERE.
Full membership fees have been reviewed by the board
and renewals have been circulated. We hope you continue
to support the LPDF.
•

www.peterbrett.com

www.howkinsandharrison.co.uk

Lichfields is the pre-eminent planning and
development consultancy in the UK. Its
specialists deliver insight, innovation and
advice to create great places for future
generations.

It has been a busy few months for the LPDF. We now have
13 affiliate members across a broad range of specialisms
and we also welcome land promoter Waddeton Park to
the Federation.

•

Savills offer an extensive range of services
across the whole real estate lifecycle,
helping clients deliver their development
projects.

Less than 10 Employees £7,500 per annum plus VAT
(For new members first year discount at £5,000 per
annum plus VAT)
Over 10 Employees £15,000 per annum plus VAT
(Fees paid in two instalments, 6 monthly in advance)

As ever, feedback is welcome on how we can further
improve member benefits.
Paul Brocklehurst
Chairman of the LPDF

www.savills.co.uk

lichfields.uk

www.lpdf.co.uk

LOBBYING AND POLITICAL UPDATE
With the Conservative leadership contest
dominating politics, our minds have been focused
on what the outcome could mean for all those
involved in development.
Both remaining candidates know that
declining home ownership amongst young
voters represents a major threat to the longterm electability of the Conservative Party.
Enter Jeremy Hunt with his flagship promise
of 1.5 million additional homes over the next
10 years. Whether or not this is in addition to
the government’s existing target of 300,000
new homes is not yet clear. If additional, that
would see the government’s target increase to
an eye-watering 450,000 homes a year. Current
completion rates suggest this would simply
be unreachable without some pretty dramatic
planning reforms – politically difficult for any
Conservative prime minister, but particularly
for one whose constituency is as leafy as South
West Surrey.

intends to bring back together his team from his
days as Mayor of London. This could include Sir
Eddie Lister, Chairman of Homes England and
former Deputy Mayor for Policy and Planning, and
a possible promotion for Kit Malthouse. He may
be happy to defer to them on all things housing.
His endorsement of Policy Exchange’s latest
report hints at an intensification of the current
focus on housing design, including using the
NPPF to set objective standards, whilst previous
statements paint him as an Osborne-esque
social housing sceptic. We will have to wait and
see which Boris Johnson could occupy No.10.
Meetings are being sought with a variety of MPs
from all sides of the House, and with ministerial
changes to come in Whitehall, we will be ready to
continue our dialogue with central government.
Alex Dismore – Account Manager
adismore@cratus.co.uk

Johnson hasn’t been overly generous with detail.
But clues can be found in suggestions that he

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Members Event Networking Event
Wednesday 11th September (registration
from 9.15am)
Staterooms and Rooftop Terrace, 30 Euston
Square, London
Final speaker line-up is being finalised, but
we are pleased to add 2 new speakers to
the line-up:
•

David Smith - Economics Editor of The
Sunday Times

•

Kevin Hollinrake MP for Thirsk and Malton

The event will close with a buffet networking
lunch. Formal invites are due to be circulated.

House of Lords Parliamentary Reception
Tuesday 26th November from 7.00pm
Hosted in partnership with Planning Futures;
a think tank dedicated to developing new
ideas for planning in the UK.
https://planningfutures.org/
More information to follow later in the year.

MARKETING

PPG UPDATE
At the end of May the government made further revisions to the PPG with regard to Neighbourhood
Planning and Viability. In terms of Neighbourhood Plans the updates hammer home the importance
of them to government in taking decisions, the updates give further guidance on the relationship
between neighbourhood plans and emerging local plans, how neighbourhood planning bodies
should use housing requirements provided to them (and most importantly that they are merely
encouraged to plan to meet their housing need) and most depressingly that housing requirement
figures for neighbourhood areas are not binding as ‘neighbourhood planning groups are not
required to plan for housing’.
The updates to viability match largely what we’ve already seen in the NPPF, with a strong message
and emphasis on ensuring that viability is considered at the site selection stage of the plan making
process. Again, these are a snap shot of the updates and there is much more detail hidden in the
full updates.

As our online presence continues to grow
we are always looking for members stories
to share. These could be details of new sites
acquired, planning application submissions /
grants and housebuilder partnerships. Please
submit news updates to info@lpdf.co.uk
Please don’t forget to engage with our social
media channels:
LPDF LinkedIn:			
Land Promoters And Developers Federation
Twitter Account:			
@TheLPDF
#lpdf #landpromotion #housingcrisis
#planning #socialhousing #newhomes

TECHNICAL AND POLICY UPDATE
Prime Minister sets new standards
Hard on the heels of the surprise announcement
earlier in June that Britain would move to carbon
neutral (or net zero greenhouse gases) by 2050,
Theresa May made an unscheduled visit to the
Housing 2019 Conference in Manchester on
27th June to announce a range of new initiatives
affecting housing which could have a direct
and an indirect effect on developers and land
promoters.
They included new minimum space standards for
homes, changes to tenancy rules to prevent ‘no
fault’ evictions and a new phase for the reform of
social housing in September, to be spelled out
in a forthcoming ‘Social Housing’ Green Paper.
In a speech designed to cement her legacy in
boosting housebuilding over the last 3 years, the
Prime Minister heralded mandatory controls over
minimum space standards, a century after the
famous 1919 Addison Act which aimed to deliver
‘Homes Fit for Heroes’ after the 1st World War. In
a side-swipe against housebuilders, she criticised
the ‘undersized’ new homes with deceptively
small furniture in showhouses.
Evidently the Government is also now firmly
committed to encouraging Council house
building again. It recently lifted the cap on
Housing Revenue Account borrowing. Indeed,
a separate report released by Professor Janice
Morphet (UCL) at the conference demonstrates
that last year, Councils have built the highest
number of homes since 1990.
Yet whilst housing output has undoubtedly
improved, with over 1 million homes being built
over the last 5 years and housing delivery in the
cities increasing sharply, Mrs May acknowledged
that much more still needed to be done, a clear
message for her successor (whoever that may be)
to remain focused on meeting housing needs to
deliver the 300,000 new homes per year by the
mid 2020’s - the Government’s current target.
A report coincidentally issued simultaneously
by the Public Accounts Committee on ‘Planning
and the Broken Housing Market’, emphasised the
toughness of the 300,000 per year target and

recommended that by October 2019 there should
be a clear publicly available document showing
the full set of actions needed to achieve that
ambition and also ‘what additional interventions
it will make when local authorities fail to produce
plans’.
James Brokenshire, Communities Secretary, closed
the conference a day later by launching the
delivery of an extra 19 garden villages across the
country with a potential to deliver around 75,000
new houses. In the same speech he announced
the removal of ‘unfair leasehold practices’ from
new-build houses and proposing the reduction
of ground rents for new leases to zero, (although
it is unclear what provisions will be made for
owners of existing leasehold properties).
Perhaps more important for Land Promoters
and Developers, the Minister also referred to
his plans to introduce an ‘Accelerated Planning
Green Paper’ later this year which ‘Will look
at how greater capacity and capability within
local planning authorities, stronger plan-making,
better performance management and procedural
improvements can accelerate the end-to end
planning process for all’. (no doubt music to the
ears of LPDF members). He commented that
‘only half of the annual spend of £1 billion on all
local authority planning functions is covered by
fee income’ suggesting that his proposals could
consider ‘whether local authorities could recover
a greater proportion of these costs, measured
against performance’.
The Green Paper, will invite proposals to pilot new
approaches to meeting the costs of the planning
process where this improves performance and
then invest the increased revenue into the
planning service to demonstrate measurable
improvements within their performance – not
just in terms of speed but also in terms of quality
and improve the process of granting planning
permissions provided to homeowners and
developers alike.
Ministers are therefore seeking views from the
development industry, trade organisations and
institutes on the content of the emerging Green
Paper – so this is your opportunity to promote
your ideas for speeding up the process.

If you have a particular idea or initiative – perhaps
on the fee structure, the quality of planning
service or the pre-application process - which
you would like to suggest, do please contact
me at johna@lpdf.co.uk.
So, looking forward, what can we expect on
housing policy from our two Conservative Party
leadership candidates? In the battle to offer
most pre-election ‘goodies’ Boris Johnson has
set the bar high by raising the threshold for the
40p rate of tax from £50k to £80k, proposing a
revision to Stamp Duty including abolishing the
levy on homes below £500,000 and introducing
a ‘moratorium on new regulations. Jeremy Hunt
on the other hand talks of substantially reducing
Corporation tax (following the example set in
Ireland) to ‘fire up the economy’, investing more
in education and £15bn extra on defence with
a pledge to build 1.5 million new homes within
10 years, including a boost for ‘generation rent’.
But these pledges need to be viewed with caution,
since most of the promises are dependent upon
using the £26bn ‘headroom’ provided by the
Chancellor to compensate for the impact of
a possible No-deal Brexit – and it is anyone’s
guess how that scenario will play out over the
coming months.
John Acres – LPDF Policy Director
johna@lpdf.co.uk

JUDICIAL REVIEW CHALLENGE PERIODS - SIX WEEKS OR SIX YEARS?
R (Thornton Hall Hotel Ltd) v Wirral MBC and Thornton Holdings Ltd [2019] EWCA Civ 737
Any judicial review claim relating to a planning decision must be launched no later than six weeks
after the grounds to make the claim first arose, calculated from the date when the planning
permission was granted. It is well established that the six weeks represents a strict timescale,
which the court will rarely – if ever - disapply.
The thinking behind the strict time limit is to give developers certainty that they can commence
development without the threat of challenge. So it came as some surprise to those in the
development industry when in Thornton the High Court decided to quash a planning permission
which was already six years old when the judicial review claim was submitted.
Briefly, the facts before the High Court were as follows. In December 2011, the owners of Thornton
Manor obtained planning permission to erect three marquees. The planning committee approved
ten conditions, including one limiting the permission to five years. But an error occurred and the
permission was granted without any conditions and placed – condition free - on the council’s
online planning register. Slightly later, in May 2012, the original 2011 permission was replaced on
the council’s website with a fabricated decision notice purporting to be the planning permission,
and which contained the ten conditions initially proposed.
Five years passed and the marquees were not removed. When the council threatened enforcement
action, the Thornton Manor owners sought to rely on the 2011 permission with no conditions.
Thornton Hall Hotel, a competitor, then brought judicial review proceedings in August 2017. The
High Court allowed the claim and quashed the 2011 permission on the basis that it had been
issued in error without the required conditions, and therefore without lawful authority.
The High Court accepted that the delay had been long and that it was unusual, in a planning
context, to allow a claim to be brought so late. However, it considered that the owners of
Thornton Manor had considerable responsibility for the lateness of the claim as they had been
aware of the error yet remained silent. Moreover, given that the marquees were only supposed
to be permissible for five years the court determined that the extreme lateness of the challenge
was not as prejudicial to the planning process as it would be in most circumstances, because
the continuing presence of the marquees was only inconsistent with what was intended from
December 2016.
When the decision was appealed many expected that the Court of Appeal would overturn the
decision. Nevertheless, in May 2019 the Court of Appeal upheld the High Court’s quashing order,
concluding that the court had neither erred in extending the time for the judicial review challenge
nor in exercising its discretion to refuse relief.
In upholding the High Court’s decision, the Court of Appeal stressed that the case involved “most
exceptional” facts which were “wholly extraordinary”. It stressed that “no precedent is being set
here” and reiterated that there were “very special reasons” to justify the delay, namely:
•

the real effect of the council’s error did not transpire until December 2016;

•

the council had acted unlawfully in concealing its mistake and by reissuing a revised decision
notice; and

•

the owners of Thornton Manor had been aware of the error and had remained silent.

In reaching its decision the Court of Appeal confirmed the previous cases in respect of extensions
of time in planning cases, and set out the present law in relation to those principles, concluding
that the six week timeframe to bring a claim remains the strict position in the absence of any
truly exceptional circumstances.
In summary, whilst Thornton may at first be perceived as a judicial relaxation of the six week rule,
this is clearly not the case once the judgement is reviewed in detail. The Court of Appeal stressed
it was “a case where it can truly be said that the exception proves the rule” and confirmed the
courts would not lightly grant lengthy extensions for judicial review challenges to planning
permissions, nor lightly grant relief after a long delay. Therefore, in all but those circumstances
which are truly exceptional, such as in Thornton, a planning permission will continue to be legally
secure once the six week timeframe has expired.
Matthew Scudamore – Legal Director
matthew.scudamore@gateleylegal.com

MINES / MINERALS - BEWARE!
Affiliate member Title & Covenant Brokers
part of the Gallagher Group of companies are
seeing a large increase in insurance policies
being taken out for mines/minerals risks.
This arises because when a lawyer checks
the title of a proposed development site
they find that the title to the land excludes
the mines/minerals and/or a third party owns
the mines/minerals through a separate title.
It is interesting that you can have a situation
under English Property Law that one party
can own the land and a different party can
own the mines/minerals.
Should a third party claim ownership of
the mines/minerals then they could get an
injunction and prevent a development from
occurring. We are seeing claims from the
following perspective.
One where a third party mineral owner makes
a trespass claim due to the foundations of a
development interfering with the minerals
beneath the land and secondly where a
mineral owner wants to excavate minerals.
It is interesting to note that policyholders are
also taking out indemnity insurance where
there is no reference to mines/minerals being
excluded on the land title as under paragraph
2 of Schedule 8 of the Land Registration Act
2002 it provides that no indemnity is payable
by HM Land Registry in respect of mines and
minerals unless there is a specific note in the
register that title to them is included.
David Turschwell – Managing Director
david.turschwell@titleandcovenant.co.uk

HOUSEBUILDING AND PLANNING NEWS
MHCLG publishes its response to the technical
consultation on developer contributions
The Government began reviewing the
mechanisms for developer contributions in Spring
2018 in the hope of making the Community
Infrastructure Levy and Section 106 planning
obligations more effective and transparent to
local communities and developers.
On the 4th June, the government published its
response to the technical consultation which ran
until 31st January 2019. The response provides
a summary of the consultation responses
received, the views of event attendees and views
expressed at other events and meetings during
the consultation period. The document sets out
the key changes the Government has made to
regulations in response to points raised during
the consultation, and where the Government will
consider further changes, including to Planning
Practice Guidance. The changes to the regulations
will come into force on 1st September 2019.
Some of the key changes are as follows:
•

•

•

Local authorities will be required to publish
annual ‘infrastructure funding statements’,
containing details of how much money
has been raised through developer
contributions and how and where it has
been spent. These statements will replace
Regulation 123 lists. Councils will be required
to publish their first statements by 31st
December 2020.
Restrictions on the ‘pooling’ of Section 106
planning obligations to fund infrastructure
have been removed. As it currently stands,
local authorities are prevented from using
no more than five sources of developer
contributions to fund a single infrastructure
project. From 1st September 2019, this
restriction will no longer apply, allowing
local authorities to pool as many developer
contributions as they like. The regulations
will allow for ‘double dipping’ whereby
funds from Section 106 and the Levy are
used for the same piece of infrastructure.
MHCLG justifies this amendment by stating
it will enable more flexible and faster
infrastructure and housing delivery and that
the introduction of infrastructure funding
statements will increase transparency to
ensure that it is clear how local authorities
have spent the developer contributions.
Monitoring fees have been reintroduced.
Local authorities will be able to charge a
fee for the monitoring and reporting of
developer contributions in their area. This
charge, if applied by the authority, would
form part of the Section 106 agreement

and must be ‘fair’ and reasonable’, not
exceeding the authority’s estimate of its
cost of monitoring the planning obligation.
•

A fine will be introduced in place of a
full loss of exemption in cases where the
developer fails to submit a commencement
notice before the start of works on a
scheme exempt from CIL. Note that the
developer must receive confirmation from
the local authority that it has received the
commencement notice for it to be a valid
submission. The new regulations stipulate
that a surcharge equal to 20 per cent of
the notional chargeable amount, or a sum
of £2,500, whichever is the lower, will be
charged if a commencement notice is not
submitted.

Other topics discussed within the Government
response include the proposed exemption
of starter homes (explicitly not applicable to
any of the other new affordable tenures in the
NPPF) from the Levy (and yet to be confirmed
in regulations, though these are now proposed
to be published later this year), how the revised
developer contributions will be applied to
amendments to planning permissions, and how
the requirements for local authorities to consult
on CIL charging schedules before adoption have
been relaxed.
Read all of the changes in the full Government
response HERE
Government guidance issued to help secure
developer contributions towards education
facilities
In April 2019, the Department for Education
published two new non-statutory guidance
documents which provide advice for local
authorities on how to plan for new school places
that are required due to housing growth, through
the provision of new schools or expansions to
existing schools.
The guidance is provided through two
documents: ‘Securing developer contributions
for education’, aimed at local authorities with
a responsibility for education provision; and
‘Education provision in garden communities’,
aimed at local planning authorities in the process
of planning new garden communities.
The guidance seeks to support local authorities
in their attempts to encourage developers to
build schools within their schemes as opposed to
making financial contributions through Section
106 agreements or Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) payments. The non-statutory
guidance is expected to help local authorities
negotiate what funding and land is required
from housing developers for new schools and
school expansions where new development

puts pressure on existing schools. Lord Agnew,
the existing Schools Minister, maintains:
“It isn’t enough for developers simply to build
houses; we need to build communities. Schools
are at the centre of any community and that’s
why it’s vital that developers contribute to the
cost of the school places they create. Today’s
guidance ensures that local authorities can
establish their needs for school places so that
the right contributions from developers are
secured as part of the planning process. In some
instances, public funding may be used but only
to the minimum extent necessary.”
View the two guidance documents HERE and
HERE.
Housing Minister Kit Malthouse announces
£8.5 million fund to deliver discounted homes
A three-year pilot project was introduced on
13th May whereby volunteer groups can apply
for between £10,000 and £50,000 to help identify
suitable sites for discounted homes, secure a
subsequent planning permission and to provide
other technical support.
Delivered through locally led neighbourhood
plans, the scheme will attempt to provide cutprice homes for younger people and families in
need of housing, while supporting government
action to achieve a system which delivers 300,000
properties a year by the mid-2020’s. Malthouse
explains:
“Supporting volunteers who are passionate about
building more of the homes we need in their
communities is something I’m fully behind,
and I want to see far more people getting
involved across England. This funding is on top
of the £26 million already available to help get
neighbourhood plans over the line, which act as
powerful tools for communities to be involved
in the planning of their local area – providing
different housing types for those who need
new homes.”
Read the Government’s May 2019 Press Release
HERE.
Leonie Stoate – Assistant Planner
Leonie.Stoate@tetlow-king.co.uk

PLANNING IN OXFORDSHIRE
Oxfordshire has a population of just under 700,000
and sits within the Oxford-Cambridge Arc. An
area identified to deliver some 1 million new
homes, jobs and infrastructure to the year 2050.
Oxfordshire has one of the strongest economies
in the UK being one of only three net contributors
to the UK Treasury, delivering £21 billion per year
to national output, according to the Government.
The Universities and wider institutions
and companies located in the County are
internationally renowned.

the challenge for the would-be developer to
three years.
This planning freedom and flexibility is set to
remain until the adoption of the Joint Statutory
Spatial Plan in each local authority area, but it
does not apply to plan-making or assessment
under the Housing Delivery Test.
The effect of Brokenshire’s decision was almost
immediately felt influencing planning appeal
decisions and planning strategy for housing sites
not already allocated. The extent to which this
has affected housing land supply remains to be
seen but no doubt the partner authorities would
point to existing healthy land supply positions.
Plan-making
Most of the local authorities in the County have
adopted plans in recent times although the City
and South Oxfordshire District are currently at
examination into their submissions.
The Joint Statutory Spatial Plan referred to by
Brokenshire has emerged as the Oxfordshire
Plan 2050.

The March 2018 Housing and Growth Deal
between Government, the six local authorities
and the LEP, promised £215 million in support for
the planning for and delivery of 100,000 homes
by 2031, alongside a commitment to adopt an
Oxfordshire-wide statutory joint plan by 2021.
The Oxfordshire Growth Board is a joint committee
of the local partners and others intended to
facilitate and enable joint working on economic
development, strategic planning and growth.
However, recent local political changes threaten
to undermine the ambition.
Decision-taking
Decision-taking on unallocated housing sites in
Oxfordshire is akin to being the subject of one
giant up to date neighbourhood plan.
This is because in September 2018 James
Brokenshire, Secretary of State for Housing,
Communities and Local Government, announced
in Parliament through a written ministerial
statement, a temporary change to housing land
supply policies for the County.
Following consultation earlier last year, Brokenshire
decided that the presumption in favour of
sustainable development where there are no
relevant development plan policies or policies
which are most important for determining
planning applications and planning appeals
are out of date, would apply where the local
authority cannot demonstrate a three year supply
of deliverable housing sites (with appropriate
buffer). This is a reduction from the otherwise
five years and is similar in effect to the scenario
where made neighbourhood plans also raise

This has been the subject of consultation including
the rather catchy title of a ‘Call for Ideas’.
The intention is to achieve adoption by March
2021 but this depends on many factors; not least
political stability.

through infrastructure. A deal which has been
looked-on enviously by other authorities and has
in many respects set the bar for co-operation
and the amount of funding that can be secured.
The County has also been successful in securing
funding through the Government’s Housing
Infrastructure Fund for delivery of mainly transport
measures at Didcot Garden Town. Although
not seemingly dependent on plan-making the
additional £218 million funding is intended to
build on growth within existing and emerging
plans across South Oxfordshire District and the
Vale of White Horse District.

What Next?
Much depends on the local politics in South
Oxfordshire District as any move to withdraw
and amend the submitted local plan could
at best cause some inertia and worse it could
derail the long-held consensus on growth and
investment.
It will be telling as to whether the Growth Board
convene a meeting before the scheduled meet
in September, ahead of the planned consultation
on the next draft of the Oxfordshire Plan 2050
by the end of October.

The 2 May local elections brought a change
in South Oxfordshire District where a new
administration lead by Liberal Democrat Sue
Cooper, supported by the Greens, has indicated
an appetite to withdraw and review the local plan
which was only submitted at the end of March.
Sue Cooper is quoted as saying:
“I will be working with the cabinet to tackle the
big issues affecting South Oxfordshire residents in
new ways. This includes making sure housing and
employment developments are more sustainable,
as well as seeking out new ways to deliver truly
affordable housing and helping to provide a
boost to our market towns and villages so they’re
a successful heart of their communities.”
At the Oxfordshire Growth Board’s meeting in
early June Sue Cooper announced a change in the
Board’s name to remove the ‘scary’ nature of the
word ‘growth’ and to seek to ensure they reflect
‘sustainability’ and ‘collaboration’ within new title.
The fate of the South Oxfordshire Local Plan
resonates beyond the District boundaries. This
is because it is one of the building blocks of the
Housing and Growth Deal; taking an amount of
growth as unmet need from the City and seeking
to plan strategically for the area including a review
of the Green Belt.
Much rests on plan-making to ensure the survival
of the deal which is intended to unlock growth

Announcement on the preferred route options
for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is
anticipated this autumn.
As the plan-making and deal-making rumble
on, the local authorities will be justified in
feeling proud of their housing land supply and
protective of the Brokenshire-granted planning
freedom and flexibility.
David Bainbridge MRTPI - Partner
David.Bainbridge@bidwells.co.uk

